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He turned his head, looked at Shangguan Shuyao, and said: “You have
enough, don’t be shameless!”
Shangguan Shuyao didn’t panic at all, but was even more seduced, feeling
that even people like Lin Ziming would be eaten to death by her.
“Don’t you want to leave, why don’t you leave?” Shangguan Shuyao said
with a smile, like that, especially owed.
At this moment, a few men who were righteous and brave had already
walked up. They stared straight at Shangguan Shuyao, salivating, and on the
surface they said in a just and awe-inspiring manner: “Beauty, is this guy
insulting you? Unreasonable, we immediately arrested him and sent him to
jail!”
Shangguan Shuyao nodded, looking aggrieved, and immediately aroused the
desire for protection of these men, gearing up, and striding over to take Lin
Ziming down.
Lin Ziming was really annoyed, this Shangguan Shuyao was extremely
headstrong!
Faced with the arrival of these men, Lin Ziming didn’t need to act at all.
They just stared at them, and they immediately stood there with fear and
horror, with big drops of cold sweat streaming down, and they didn’t dare to
move anymore, and Lin Ziming didn’t dare to move anymore. With a cold
snort, “Get out!”
They pissed off all of a sudden, daring to stay wherever they were.
Lin Ziming walked over to Shangguan Shuyao, stared at her, and said word
by word: “What do you want?”
When Shangguan Shuyao saw Lin Ziming’s compromise, she smiled more
brilliantly, completely as a winner, and said: “I am your woman now. I am
unaccompanied in Huacheng, so I can only come to take refuge in you. Now!
Everyone in the circle knows that I am fucking with you, so don’t think
about being irresponsible.”
She looked like she really owed it a lot. Lin Ziming almost wanted to do it.
He took a deep breath again and said: “Enough, you can stop, don’t push me
in a hurry!”
Shangguan Shuyao was not scared at all. Instead, she straightened her chest
and walked two steps forward. She was very close to Lin Ziming, and said
in a provocative tone, “What do you dare to do to me? Yes. Just plant it, and
I’m already yours anyway.”
Lin Ziming: “…………”
He asked himself that he had seen many types of women, but it was the first
time he met someone who was shameless like Shangguan Shuyao.
“Don’t play with fire.” Lin Ziming looked at her deeply.
Scanning Shangguan Shuyao’s body deliberately, I have to admit that
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Shangguan Shuyao’s figure is still very domineering and full of femininity.
If it weren’t for this savage and willful character, she would indeed be called
a goddess.
Shangguan Shuyao’s heartbeat speeded up a bit with Lin Ziming’s eyes. Lin
Ziming’s eyes were too sharp. She only felt that she had been seen through
just now, and she actually had an indescribable shame.
If you change to a normal woman and see Lin Ziming look like this, you
know that enough is enough, at least there is still some shame. But
Shangguan Shuyao didn’t have it, she thought it was very funny, because
she had eaten it, and Lin Ziming was a paper tiger, and she absolutely didn’t
dare to do anything to her. Nothing is more fulfilling than playing a genius.
So she straightened her chest even more, moved closer to Lin Ziming,
looked at Lin Ziming provocatively, and said, “Playing with fire? Are you
fire, or am I fire?”
Lin Ziming sneered. Faced with Shangguan Shuyao’s provocation, he
finally responded, and saw that he directly hugged Shangguan Shuyao’s
waist and pulled him slightly harder, both of his bodies pressed against him.
Together, they turned around and pressed Shangguan Shuyao on the wall…
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